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 There have been many iterations of the series, starting with STURMVOID in 1995. Since then the series has steadily developed
and grown to be one of the most popular flight simulation series in the world with more than 10 million users. The game begins
at the tail end of the war and will let you take part in the struggle for victory, the building of new weapons and the introduction

of new ways of warfare. Included in the game: The entire range of aircraft and weapons used in World War 2 Special operations
missions Improved graphics and a new interface A complete overhauled mission editor and an automatic pilot Over 200
missions Detailed campaign mode More than 200 missions and more than 50 historical aircraft A number of campaigns
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covering the entire Second World War More than 90 minutes of gameplay on a single CD It is recommended for those who
want to experience the diversity of the Second World War in an up to date flight-sim, without losing the most important period
of history. We are aware that the features we offer cannot compete with the breathtaking realism of a PC game. However, the
following features make IL-2 Sturmovik Great Battles the best solution for home users: The most accurate representations of

the era, weapons and aircraft, in a complex 3D graphics system that does not require a high-performance PC. The possibility of
playing the game in a computer of any size. The game can be played on a PC equipped with as little as 256 MB RAM. A

modern interface that does not require a degree in aeronautics. A mission editor that allows you to take your own missions from
scratch, without being burdened by the need to familiarize yourself with this complex subject. We offer three distinct modes in
which to play the game: Combat - in which the player must take part in a conflict, winning his aircraft and gaining experience
Single-player - allows you to take on any of the campaigns in the game or play the campaign mode by yourself Multi-player -

allows you to take part in an online multiplayer battle If you want to take part in a realistic war experience, try IL-2 Sturmovik:
Great Battles. Title screen Gameplay Playable Missions After download, unzip the file and open the IL-2 Sturmovik Great
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